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COVID-19 Special Ministries (Revised January 21, 2021) 
 

Safety Coordinator 

 Arrive 45 to 60 minutes before Mass. Meet with the Pastor and perform an 

overall assessment of the church facility, review the implementation of the 

guidelines and identify potential issues and necessary preventive measures. 

 Perform a walk-about with the Pastor and determine which sections of the 

Nave will be used.  

 Obtain the registration lists for Weekend Masses from the Pastor. What is the 

maximum number of people permitted? Share this information with the Point 

of Entry attendants. 

 Check in volunteers on the iPad before Mass begins (weekends). Have them 

sanitize their hands and offer them a position badge. Ensure all wear a mask 

covering both the mouth and nose. Provide them with a reusable one if they 

don’t have one. Disposable masks are for parishioners (handle by loops). 

Ensure they have signed a Ministry Position Description for each ministry and 

review their roles (see checklists). Fill in if someone doesn’t arrive. 

 If a Cleaner arrives early, ask if they would like to assist with seating people 

during the busy period. 

 Help set up the Point of Entry Station and ensure everything is in place before 

Mass. Exterior door is unlocked 30 minutes before Mass and inside doors are 

propped open. Put up the “The door will be opened for you” sign in the 

window. At 5 minutes before the start of Mass or when the maximum number 

is reached, the exterior door is locked, the inside doors are closed and the 

lights are turned off. Put up the “Mass in Progress” sign on the exterior door. 

 Maintain order, security and safety of all. Reinforce the 2m distance and 

proper mask wearing. As ministers, we must model healthy behaviours for 

everyone. Avoid touching your mask and nose as it contaminates your hands. 

 Give direction and politely but assertively enforce adherence to all safety 

protocols. 

 Choose a seat where you can get out easily. Note which pews are being used. 

 If the Cry Room is occupied and a family needs to use the Gathering Space, 

monitor and take note if any areas need cleaning. 

 Watch the Offertory Basket from a distance. 

 Assist the Safety Ushers with reinforcing the distancing during exiting process. 

 Meet with Cleaners to set up pairs, organize who will clean which areas and 

review the proper cleaning technique. 
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Point of Entry Team Members (POE) 

 Arrive at least 45 minutes before Mass to review the reservation list before the 

attendees begin to arrive to familiarize yourself with the names (Sunday Mass). Add 

markings or brackets as needed. All POE members must reinforce adherence to all safety 

protocols assertively but politely. 

 

 Weekday Mass: One member screens the participants and gives the safety reminders 

before they enter. The other sits at the table and records the names/contact 

information of the participants. Use the clear screen and don’t share your pen. 

 

 Weekend Mass: 

Screener POE stands between the 2 entrance doors, opening the door by pushing the 

automatic door button with their elbow as families arrive.  Up to 2 families may enter in 

this space if there is 2m between them (one close to the interior doors and one close to the 

exterior doors). Ensure all wear a mask properly and distribute masks as needed (handle by 

the loops). Screen as efficiently as possible to avoid long wait times. 

A) Assess the parishioners using the following 3 steps (use the clipboard for reference): 

Ask everyone the following 3 screening question each time. If the answer to any 

question is yes, they must not enter.  

1. Do you have any symptoms of Covid-19, the most common ones being new cough, 

fever, shortness of breath, sore throat, fatigue, runny nose? 

2. Have you been in close contact with a confirmed case of Covid-19? 

3. Have you travelled outside of Canada in the last 14 days? 

B) Determine if it is their first time attending since the reopening. If so, give them a 

brief summary of the changes:  

a. Maintain 2m physical distance at all times  

b. After registering, they will sanitize their hands  

c. Wait for the Safety Usher to escort them to a pew where they will remain for the 

duration of the Mass. Children stay with their parents at all times. 

d. The main washrooms are closed but there is one in the Cry Room.  

C) Direct them to the correct table by asking if they registered online or by phone. 

 

Registration POE 2 attendants will each sit at their own table, each checking the reservations 

of arriving parishioners, ensuring the contact info is correct and that the number of people is 

recorded. One POE will check in the online registrations and the other will check in the phone-

in reservations, volunteers and walk-in registrations. Space permitting, some people without 

reservations will be permitted to enter. Children under 2 do not count. Use the clear screen for 

increased safety and don’t share your pen. Alert the Safety Coordinator when the maximum 

number is reached.  Ensure that families/individuals maintain a distance of 2m from each other 

and ask them to sanitize their hands and wait for the Safety Usher. 
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Safety Ushers 

 Arrive at least 45 minutes before Mass. 

 Meet with the Safety Coordinator or Presider to determine which sections of the 

Nave will be used. 

 Meet one family or individual at a time in the Gathering Space and escort them to 

their pew. Every other pew will be used and participants will be seated to 

maximize spacing. There are stickers on the backs of the pews marking the 

available seating places.  

 Return to the Gathering Space to escort the next family. A relay system also may 

be used. 

 Ensure that there is physical distance between households. 

 Ensure the Cry Room door remains open for access to the bathroom. 

 Families are to remain seated with their children and they are not permitted to 

move to another pew or return to the Gathering Space. 

 If the Cry Room is occupied and the Gathering Space is needed, monitor activity 

and relay information to the Safety Coordinator about areas to be cleaned. 

 Choose a seat where you can get out easily.  

 After Communion, go to the Gathering Space to properly position the hand 

sanitizers and prop open the westernmost (far left) exit doors when the Mass has 

ended. Guide the participants towards the exit, reinforcing the proper physical 

distance. 

 

Readers 

 

 Sit in the same designated section as the other parishioners. There are no 

processions. 

 Read both readings (Sunday and Special Masses) and lead the Psalm. You don’t 

need to move the Lectionary. 

 Read the Prayers of the Faithful and lead the Stewardship Prayer at weekend 

Masses whenever the Deacon is not present. 

 Keep your mask on at all times at the weekend Masses because the Deacon may 

be sharing the Ambo and microphone with you. The intention is to protect 

everyone. 
 

AV  

 Turn on the audio to the automatic setting. Use the screens to display the Mass 

parts. 
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Cleaning and Disinfecting Team 

 

 After Mass, go to the Holy Family Room to meet with the Safety Coordinator. Set 

up the teams and organize who will clean which areas.  

 All high touch surfaces will be cleaned. 

 One team starts at the Point of Entry (tables, chairs, screen, pens, clipboards, 

entrance and exit door handles; Holy Family Room: iPad, badges, door handle, 

light switch) while the other teams start with the pews which were occupied.  

 Who will clean these other areas?  

a. Offertory Table pens  

b. Sanctuary: Ambo and microphone stem, bells 

c. Sacristy: doorknobs, handles, light switches, lighter, keys 

d. Washroom-clean last: counter, doorknobs, light switches, hand rail, toilet 

handle.  

 Don your gloves and work with your partner to clean and disinfect the pews 

which were used. Use the “wipe twice” method: One person wipes away invisible 

soil with a dry cloth and the other follows with the disinfecting solution. Spray the 

cloth and not the item to be cleaned.  

 Return the supplies to the same location. Let the Safety Coordinator know if 

supplies are low. 

 If you arrive early, you may be asked by the Safety Coordinator to assist with 

seating parishioners during the busy period. 


